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the procedures and techniques used in assessment of language abilities have
continuously come under scrutiny by educators and researchers whose mainmalnmainmaln concerns
have always been to ensure the suitability practicality and fairness of the tools of
assessment and to have the assessment process generate the right impact on the variousvarious

aspects of the teachinglearningteaching learning process the need for such scrutiny is certainly greater
in foreign language contexts where the english classroom is normally the only place for

exposure to english in the school or outside it and the teachers themselves are mostly

nonnativenon native speakers of the language needless to say assessment isis perceived as a

trying experience in first language situations and it is more so in second and foreign

language contexts where there is an ever increasing recognition among researchers and

educators alike of the role of the affective factors in second language learning stevick
1990 krashen 1982 lozanov 1979

the findings of research studies in second and foreign language acquisition klein
1986 gass & schachter 1989 cook 1993 have brought about a major shift in teaching

approaches methods and techniques from structural teacher centered audio lingual
discrete point teaching methodologies to global leamerlearner centered affective humanistic

communicative methodologies krashen 1985 savignon 1983 nunan 1988 oileroller
1993 brown 1994 this shift was accompanied by an acute awareness among

researchers and educators of the need for new assessment procedures that would be

compatible with the new trends inin teaching methodology this awareness has resulted inin

a clear shift in testing sincesince the 80s inin the direction of making evaluation a teaching tool

carroll 1980 harris & mccann 1994 weir 1993 brown 1996 in fact the learner

centered approaches to language teaching which have generated humanistic methods

of teaching have also called for humanizing evaluation through introducing innovative

assessment principles procedures and techniques including continuous evaluation

making assessment an integral part of instruction diversifying alternatives inin assessment
and using informal evaluation measures such as conferences diaries logs portfolios and

peer and self assessment oileroller 1987 burton 1992 pierce & omalley 1992 oneil
1992 arter spandel & culham 1995 katz 1997 underlying all these new trends isis

the principle of the interrelatednessinter relatedness of assessment and instruction olleroiler 1987 states

that within such a practical and comprehensive philosophy of language instruction and
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testing every test becomes a natural rung in the ladder toward the instructional goal

and every instructional activity in which students participate becomes a language testing

activity p 45

the present study will discuss some of the issues that are after years of experience

with new methods of teaching and assessment still stirring controversy and disagreement

among testing specialists analysis and discussion of these issues will help throw light

on the place of assessment inin classroom teaching and inin the curriculum and will help

teachers and administrators be aware of the issues involved and make informed

choices regarding language tests and how they are used savignon 1987 p 20

the teacher as tester
one of the immediate consequences of introducing the new alternative procedures

and techniques of assessment has been that control over the collection and

interpretation of assessment information has shifted from centralized authority towards

the classrooms where assessment occurs on a regular basis fradd & hudelson 1995

p 5 these new developments have made the role of the classroom teacher inin the

evaluation process a vital and decisive one in fact educators agree that classroom

teachers are the best judges of their students linguistic and communicative abilities

their judgementjudgement would be the most representative and accurate for only they are

aware of all the parameters of the teaching context inin which they operate harrisonhamsonharrlson
1983 considers that the teacher has the ultimate responsibility for the content and

format of the assessment tool as well as for the decision on whether to assess or not

for he is influenced by the aimsalmsaimsalms and needs of the students he isis teaching the course

book he is using the demands of the school and the system and so on and must

therefore devise tests to fit these conditions p 134

but assessment isis a skill that does not come easy to the practitioner classroom

teachers usually have problems inin constructing administering and using assessment

procedures and techniques alderson and Claciaclaphampharapharn 1995 recognize the problems

teachers have with assessing students abilities and attitudes and attribute these

problems to the association of assessment with an arcane terminology a heavy

emphasis on numbers and statistics and an aura of objectivity and rigor which makes

people feel that testing isis too difficult and that it needs to be left to experts p 184

traditionally EFL teachers have tried to develop assessment procedures modeled after

the examples given in the textbook series being used or inin assessment handbooks these

procedures and techniques need to be looked at by teachers as demonstrations of the

various assessment types and foriformatsnats and of the content but they should not be taken

and modeled after blindly teachers of english as a foreign language working with

alternatives in assessment need training inin how to assess students performance through
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conferencing reading and learning logs performance tasks and portfolios all these forms

require in depth knowledge of and adequate training inin the dynamics of holistic scoring

cooperative learning team evaluation inter rater reliability and design of the evaluation

profile skills that most nonnativenon native english teachers lack alderson and clapham 1995

suggest that these obvious deficiencies could be remedied through training they believe

that training EFLESLEFUESL teachers in constructing achievement and progress tests isis not

unattainable for the construction of class based tests requires less specialist knowledge

and is related far more closely to the devising of class exercises p 185 they further

call on teachers to develop explicit marking criteria which would improve the

construction of the tests their scoring and the teachinglearningteaching learning process itself

harrison 1983 suggests seeking the help of colleagues in the design and revision

of assessment procedures and techniques for he believes that no one person can write

a test by himself there isis no substitute for the comments of an interested colleague

who will see the test from a different viewview point and will point out ambiguities and

possibilities for error which the test writer cannot see p 13435134 35 heaton 1990 goes

a step further and recommends teamwork in the development of tests getting together

with other teachers can make the writing of good achievement tests a lot easier indeed

such team work will improve all the various kinds of tests you may want to write p

14 brown 1998 includes inin his book samples of the various types of formal and

informal assessment procedures and activities prepared by classroom teachers these

activities could be used inin a training course or for individual study by teachers

test anxiety
traditionally the mere mention of tests brings to mind images of anxiety and fear

in most teachers and students teachers are usually worried about the fairness well

constructednessconstructedness suitability and practicality of their tests students on the other hand

are fearful of the unknown and of failure to do well on the tests the anxiety generated

by assessment could be detrimental to a students future it therefore becomes the

responsibility of the teacher to provide assessment measures that allow students to show

their best performance and ability

testing research has shown that some tests cause more anxiety than others cohen
1984 for example reports that in tests of literature open ended questions are

preferred to multiple choice and that the clozealoze was perceived as a high anxiety

proficiency test p 7711 bradshaw 1990 studied the reactions of spanish and italian

students to types of tests and the effects of these types on their test scores and

motivation his findings confirm cohens conclusions the C test a variation on the

clozealoze was more difficult and more anxiety generating than the multiple choice and the

open ended questions the C test was overall the most negatively rated by all groups
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regardless of english proficiency first language or gender bradshaw 1990 p 25

these findings point to the conclusion that inin order to avoid causing unneeded anxiety

these types of tests should not be used to evaluate students

another way of dealing with the anxiety issueissue is to evaluate students through using

the types of assessment they are comfortable with such as open ended and essay

questions one other suggestion is to allow students to have take home exams or open

book exams whereby the emphasis will be on the identification analysis and synthesis

of the needed information this will help teachers develop and assess their students

critical thinking skills more recently practitioners and researchers have been calling

for giving students a say not only in the format of the test but inin its content as well thus
mayerhof 1992 calls for allowing students to discuss questions during the test quietly

as long as each writes his own answers of course she is referring to subjective types of

questions murphey 199495 goes beyond the concept of involving students inm

suggesting topics or points for the test or generating some questions as suggested by

friel 1989 to having students prepare their own tests students choose the items to go

into the test the teacher then identifies the types of questions with the help of the

students the students a few days later give each other tests orally inin pairs during class

while sitting at their desks or outside while walking around the premises of the school

later on the test is repeated with a new partner to reinforce what is being learned

giving students the feeling that their learningleaming is not for the test only students are graded

by their partners for the correctness of their answers and for using english

finally it isis important to mention that practice with taking tests helps decrease

tension normally associated with test taking this is especially true with objective tests

where familiarity with the format the instructions and the question types could help

decrease the anxiety of the test taker when he or she faces the real testing tasks

authenticity
A major problem inin classroom testing isis that which relates to the relationship

between the language use required by tasks on language tests and that which is part of

our every day communicative use of the language bachman 1990 p 356 this
relation isis often referred to as test authenticity modem approaches to language

teaching especially the communicative approach insist that the language used inin testing

tasks need to be related to the language used in real life in order for these testing tasks

to have credibility one way of achieving this is through identifying examples of real

life language use required in the assessment of communicative competence and then

designing test tasks that mirror these examples but real life language use is complex

and variesvaries among language users heaton 1990 cites the following performance

objectives that could be included rather indirectly inin a task based test can students
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understand and deal with messages inin english over the telephone 9 can they complete

an application form for a visavisakvisa9 can they persuade someone inin english to buy a second

hand carcarg p 29 he suggests for the first question a task involving recording a

telephone conversation and using it as basis for a listening comprehension test As for

the second question an authentic application form may be given to be filled out

following the instructions usually supplied on the form for the third question he

suggests using role play as part of an oral test

most testing specialists feel that these testing tasks should be evaluated through

criterion referenced scales which usually range from a nil to a perfect level of
performance bachman 1990 clarkdarkmark & clifford 1988 research relating to the

psychometric aspects of criterion referenced tests including inter and intra rater

reliability and concurrent validity is being conducted As for rating scales though the

idea isis attractive no clear definitions of such scales have emerged in fact the

proliferation of rating scales seems counterproductive de jong 1992 p 43 once
such scales have been validated and the mechanism of establishing reliability and

validity of these performance based cncntenonterion referenced authentic tests has been

established the classroom teacher will feel more comfortable with such tests

in brief the development of proficiency oriented tests for classroom use isis

recommended by testing specialists who espouse the use of authentic language and

authentic performance based language tasks however the reliability validity and

practicality for the classroom teacher of such tests need to be established
furthermore teachers need to be educated and trained inin the procedures of
communicative test construction otherwise they will spend long hours trying
procedures they are not sure of this does not exclude the need for incorporating within

testing procedures some performance based tasks especially inin testing oral fluency

the oral proficiency interview OPI isis a good example of communicative testing as it

provides clear guidelines for the teacher in terms of what to assess and how to score

NCTFL 1999

the place of standardized tests
although standardized tests are not recommended for use as classroom tests except

perhaps for diagnostic placement or exit purposes familiarity with their formats

content and scoring is a necessity for students who will in the future have to be

evaluated on the basis of such tests inin vocational professional or academic contexts

therefore training students inin how to take standardized tests to help develop the much

needed familiarity with their types formats and content should be one of the objectives

of teaching english inin english as a foreign language contexts especially in the last two

or three years of high school
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it is important to point out that testing specialists are moving standardized tests

away from multiple choice discrete point testing in the direction of performance

based criterion referenced communicative testing to keep them in harmony with

classroom methodologies thus we have recently witnessed the launch of a new

project TOEFL 2000 which is charged with leading the way for improved english

proficiency assessment in the future TOEFL update 1994 p 1 the TOEFL policy

council at educational testing services ETS has justified its decision inin the

following manner

the impetus for TOEFL 2000 comes from TOEFL users who have called
for a test that isis more reflective of the current understanding of
communicative competence and performance based language assessment
and provides more information about international students ability to use
english for academic purposes EAP these TOEFL scores users
include representatives of the college and university admissions
community and applied linguists language testers and second language
teachers TOEFL update 1994 p 2

similarly the council of europe calls for criterion referenced performance based

assessment on the understanding that learning in our modem society must be viewed

as a continuous and lifelonglife long task such a framework should make it possible to assess

progress independent of any curriculum or the time spent on learning de jong 1992

P 42

another emerging trend inin relation to standardized testing is the development of

internationally comparable standardized language tests thus the association of

language testers inin europe has as one of its aimsalmsaimsalms promoting the establishment of

common standards for all stages of the language testing process de jong 1992 p 43

similarly the international language testing association established in 1991 has

among its goals the development of international standards for assessment which focus

on requirements relating to testing procedures and test quality research into the

comparability of the TOEFL and the cambridge test has already been conducted and

more research isis being done in this area davidson & bachman 1990

A quick glance at standardized tests used nowadays inin the united states and great

britain will show a major tendency towards using authentic texts and performance

based testing alderson & north 1995 however the procedures involved are too

complicated for the untrained classroom teacher to use inin his class as models hence

giving teachers practice inin the use of the different forms of assessment isis crucial to the

success of classroom applications
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error and error correction
for a long time learners errors have been considered by teachers and students alike

as evidence of lack of learning the prevailing practice was to correct errors on the spot

following the principle of the preference of immediate rather than delayed feedback

however secondforeignsecond foreign language acquisition research has developed a radically

different view from the above errors are seen as steps on the way to mastery they are

viewed as developmental inin nature reflecting the stage at which the learners
interlanguage is therefore these errors which represent learning opportunities

should be tolerated unless they interfere with the message heaton 1988

but learners usually expect and look for feedback on both their spoken and written

output they must be able to recognize oral feedback when it comes to interpret written

feedback and above all to know what to do as a result bolitho 1995 p 47 actually
in most EFL classes failure of teachers to correct their students errors is viewed by
these students as irresponsible behavior on the part of the teachers many teachers

respond to such feeling by overcorrectionover correction which could engender in students a sense of
total incompetence

while it is important to stress fluency over accuracy we should recognize that the

teacher in EFL contexts provides the only model and the only source of feedback unlike

the case in ESL contexts where classroom work isis reinforced outside the classroom

therefore EFL teachers should develop awareness of the seriousness of the error if it

interferes with the message conveyed it should be corrected if it is a recurring error

despite sustained instruction it should also be corrected lest it turns into a fossilized
form in the learners linguistic repertoire

one way of correctingofcorrecting errors without creating anxiety in learners is to develop

among students the concepts of self correction and peer correction with proper

training in the context of learner centered education students may gradually take more
responsibility for recognizing and correcting their own errors there are certain learning
tasks like process writing which by their very nature reinforce the role of the learner in

recognizing and correcting the error cooperative learning could serve as a good model

of classroom interaction especially in group writing where students are responsible for
working together on producing a good manuscript when a good student corrects the

rhetorical or grammatical mistakes of another student inin his group for the benefit of the

group standing in the class feelings of anxiety will be much less acute than feelings

generated by teacher correction the teacher takes on a new role in the classroom he

or she becomes the facilitator and the authority on the suitability of corrections made by
students
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conclusions
this paper has examined some of the issues in the assessment of language abilities

inin the english as a secondforeignsecond foreign language classroom that remain controversial and

without clear answers school administrators program coordinators teachers parents

and students need to be aware of the nature of these thorny issues and of possible

solutions so that they may help make assessment a positive contributor to the

teachinglearningteaching learning process the following points raised in this paper need to be kept min

mind whenever assessment of the achievement and abilities of EFL students isis

considered

first assessment procedures can not be and should not be separated from the

learningteachinglearning teaching process in fact the principle of the interrelatednessinter relatedness of teaching and

assessment is a major characteristic of all new EFLESLEFUESL teaching methodologies olleroiler
1987 krashen 1982 nunan 1988 therefore classroom tests should reflect teaching

objectives teaching methods teaching activities and exercisesexercises and teaching materials

thus students learning through a communicative ESLEFLESUEFL program should not be

tested by means of discrete point tests

secondly evaluation of ESLEFLESUEFL assessment procedures and techniques for

instruction administration content length and format must be done inin light of student

performance and level of anxiety generated tests should be looked at as indicators of

ability when they fail to perform their function they should be abandoned inin favor of

other more reliable forms of assessment

thirdly the teacherassessorteacher assessor should not look at himself as the only authority on

evaluating his students he may benefit a great deal from involving his colleagues and

the students themselves inin the assessment process in general and test construction inm

particular

fourthly practice in taking tests could be very useful to students because it could

motivate them to study actually examinations are for many students the only source

of motivation thus we can clearly see that inin most EFL contexts both teachers and

students stress reading and writing and ignore oral fluency because it isis not usually

tested however training students in test taking should not lead us to teach for tests

only because tests represent at best a very minor part of the learners linguistic and

communicative competence

finally as questions remain about whether any forinform of formal assessment isis a fair

reflection of the linguistic behavior of the test taker and about the fairness of tests inm

terms of their content discourse structures and linguistic complexity teachers should

be careful before using formal assessment procedures as the only basis for deciding on

students performance preferably teachers should assess students frequently using a
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multiplicity of tools of evaluation both formal and informal needless to say no teacher
is bomborn with the ability to construct reliable valid assessment tools test construction

and test use are skills that need to be acquired through training and experience the lack

of such training and experience could lead teachers to develop or use the wrong tests for

their students to misinterpret the test results or to misapply these results
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